Our Mission
To provide an intuitive and functional trading platform at the world’s lowest cost.
Our service has been designed by traders for serious traders, who know the value of fast
execution, low costs and a quality platform.
We offer tight fixed spreads with all the functionality you need - without paying for all the
extras you don’t.

Key Benefits of our Platform
Tight Fixed Spreads
Our fixed spreads are available at any volume for the entire trading day.
UK 100 at 0.4pts, DE 30 at 0.9pts and Euro-Dollar at 0.6 pips.

200:1 Leverage
Access great Leverage up to 200:1 that you can’t get in many other parts of the
world.

Negative Balance Protection
Protect yourself from major adverse market moves.
Negative Balance Protection means your account will never go into negative.

Single Currency Trading
Trade everything in your chosen base currency.
Save on FX conversion fees and simply your trading.

Secure Funds
Have confidence in the security of your account.
All funds are held in a segregated account with Barclays Bank in London.

Regulated by SCB
Be confident in trusting a regulated broker who complies with strict licensing
conditions.

Why Fixed Spreads?
One of the biggest but least understood trading cost is the spread. In particular, the use of
variable and stacked spreads.
Spread is the gap between the buy price you pay and the sell price you can receive at any
point in time. The bigger the spread, the higher your trading costs.
Fixed spreads give the most certainty to traders. You always know your cost to exit
whatever the market price movement is.
Variable spreads mean your broker can increase your trading cost. Brokers who offer
spreads “from 1pt” or even “from 0 pts” are offering variable spreads. They are used to
entice traders with a low headline rate, but the actual spread you will pay is much higher
while the market is trading. They can get away with this if they have the advertised spread
on their platform for a few seconds each day.

Let’s show you an example:

Sally

Peter

Sally trades with a very well know broker
advertising spreads “from 1 point”.

Peter trades with TD365 - a fixed spread
broker offering 0.4 pt on the UK 100.

She trades the UK 100 index 3 times a day
and has a stake size of 25 (£25 per trade).

He also trades the UK 100 index 3 times a day
and has a stake size of 25 (£25 per trade).

The variable spread is advertised from 1 point
but when Sally is trading the UK 100 it is
actually and average of 3 points.

The spread Peter pays on UK 100 is always
0.4 points for any time he trades.

Sally’s trading cost:

Peter’s trading cost:
3 trades x £25 x 0.4 pts spread = £30 per day

3 trades x £25 x 3 pts spread = £225 per day

Same trades, same stake size and the same market.
Sally pays £195 PER DAY more than Peter.
If they trade 200 days of the year, Peter is saving £39,000 every year!

World Exclusive Offer
TD365 has partnered with world renowned trader and educator, AL BROOKS, to bring you
an amazing educational offer.
Al Brooks has developed two Price Action Courses exclusively packaged for TD365.
Beginner Course
Open an account with TD365 and you will receive access to 27 units and 6 ½ hours of
content. No need to fund your account – we are happy for you to build or refresh your
trading skills before you start.
Advanced Course
For traders who really want to improve their skills to the next level we are giving you access
to another 60 hours of advanced content. Simply fund your account with at least USD500 to
qualify.

